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HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 

PROJECT APPLICATION FORM 

 

How To Use This Form 
1. Consider and refer to relevant guidelines and regulations. 

References to specific guidelines are provided, with hyperlinks, throughout this form. The primary guide for human research 
ethics in Australia is the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) - Updated May 2015. 
Human research ethics applications at the University of Melbourne are reviewed and approved under the warrant of the 
National Statement. References to the National Statement are abbreviated (e.g. NS §2.1.) 

2. Use plain English. 
Use clear, non-technical language in your application. Be concise. Spell out the first instances of acronyms and 
abbreviations. Avoid jargon. Do not repeat information. Following these directions ensures effective review of your 
application. It will avoid unnecessary delays which result if applications are not clear and concise. 

3. Consider ethical principles. 
Your application will be reviewed according to the principles of ethical research outlined in the National Statement, namely: 

• Research Merit and Integrity (NS §1.1 - §1.3) 
• Justice (NS §1.4 - §1.5) 
• Beneficence (NS §1.6 - §1.9) 
• Respect (NS §1.10 - §1.13) 

4. Use the current version of the application form. 
Ensure that you are using the current version by downloading this form each time you prepare a new application. 

5. Detailed instructions for specific questions are available online. 
If you are unsure about how best to answer a particular question, consult the Human Research Ethics Guidance 
Document. That document provides detailed guidance on how to answer specific questions in this form.  

6. Where possible, avoid printing this form. 
Consult your HEAG to find out if they still require hard copies of your application. If you must print this form, consider 
printing double-sided and in grayscale (black and white). 

7. Save your completed application as a PDF and upload it to Themis. 
Refer to your local Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG) for detailed instructions on how and when to submit your 
application. 

 

ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS IN THIS FORM 

 

Ethics ID number:  
(assigned by Themis)  1647363.1 

Project Title:  
(as recorded in Themis)  Attributes of Guided Imagery and Music (GIM) sessions. 

Responsible Researcher:  
(as recorded in Themis)  Prof. Emerita Denise Grocke 

Application Type: 
(mark with an “X”) 

× Minimal Risk 

 Standard Project 
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1. Project Details 

1.1 Project Summary 
Summarise your research project in plain language.  

[Limit: 300 words] 

A) Aims and Objectives 
[Briefly describe the broad aims and objectives of this project.] 

The aim of the study is to explore the attributes of Guided Imagery and Music (GIM) sessions in 
relation to any perceived benefits to the participant, and his/her perception of the role of the GIM 
practitioner and the role of the music in pivotal sessions.  

B) Key Question(s) 
[What question, or questions, does the project intend to examine? Where relevant, state the specific hypothesis to be tested.] 

This study will gather qualitative data from up to ten in-depth interviews in which participants will be 
asked to reflect on the attributes of GIM that are beneficial and not beneficial, and what stands out as 
pivotal or distinctive about the sessions. Further questions will ask about the perceived role of the music 
and the GIM practitioner.  Specific questions are: 

1. What attributes of GIM are beneficial? 

2. What attributes of GIM are not beneficial? 

3. What is the role of the GIM practitioner? 

4. What is the perceived role of the music? 

5. What are the features of sessions deemed by participants to be pivotal? 

C) Research Design 
[Outline the research design/approach. In particular, note the type(s) of participants, and type(s) of data collection.] 

Ten participants over the age of 18, and who have received at least five GIM sessions, will be recruited 
via GIM practitioners.  They will be invited to participate in a one-two hour interview.  If they choose 
to participate, they will contact the Responsible Researcher directly for interview. Interviews will be 
recorded, transcribed and then analysed using descriptive phenomenology in which categories and 
themes will be distilled. The interview transcripts, categories, themes and distilled essence will be sent 
to each participant for verification. The categories and themes will be further analysed horizonally to 
depict the essence of the attributes of GIM therapy and pivotal sessions.   
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Specific Guidelines Checklist 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. Linked sections of the National 
Statement contain relevant guidelines and requirements that you need to address when completing your application.  

 Children and/or young people (< 18 years old) will be recruited as participants.  Refer to NS §4.2. 

 

People in dependent or unequal relationships will be recruited as participants. 

(There are pre-existing relationships between participants and researchers, or 
between participants and others involved in facilitating or implementing the research. 
E.g. student/teacher, patient/doctor, employee/employer.) 

 Refer to NS §4.3. 

 People in countries other than Australia will be recruited as participants.  Refer to NS §4.8. 

 

One or more of the following describes the research project: 

• it will be about Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals or 
peoples, their health, or their culture(s), language(s) or histories; 

• it will be about the impact(s) or effect(s) of some phenomenon or 
phenomena on Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals or 
peoples; 

• it will specifically target Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people 
to be recruited as participants; 

• it will be conducted in a geographic location where a significant number of 
the population are likely to be Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander. 

 Refer to NS §4.7. 
 Refer to Values and Ethics. 
 Refer to GERAIS. 
 This application is ineligible 
for minimal risk review. 

 

One or both of the following describes the research project: 

• it will specifically target women who are pregnant to be recruited as 
participants; 

• it will be focused on women who are pregnant and/or the human foetus 
(including human foetal tissue or human embryos). 

 Refer to NS §4.1.  
 This application is ineligible 
for minimal risk review. 

 People who may be involved in illegal activities will be recruited as participants, 
and the research project could potentially expose such activities. 

 Refer to NS §4.6. 
 This application is likely 
ineligible for minimal risk review. 

 People with cognitive impairment, intellectual disability, or mental illness will 
be recruited as participants. 

 Refer to NS §4.5.  
 This application is ineligible 
for minimal risk review. 

 People who are highly dependent on medical care will be recruited as 
participants. 

 Refer to NS §4.4.  
 This application is ineligible 
for minimal risk review. 

X None of the above applies to this research project.  
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Additional Modules Checklist 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. This checklist will help you 
determine if you need to complete any other modules in addition to this application form. Linked sections of the National 
Statement contain relevant guidelines and requirements that you need to address when completing this form and any applicable 
additional modules. 

 
This research project will involve the creation of a 
databank (i.e. your stored data will be made available to 
other parties for secondary use in future research 
projects). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 
 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 
This research project will involve the collection of 
information for a databank (i.e. your stored data will be 
made available to other parties for secondary use in 
future research projects). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 
 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 

This research project will involve accessing 
information from an existing databank (i.e. you will be 
accessing and making use of stored data that was 
previously collected – not for this specific project – by 
other parties). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 
 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 
This research project will involve obtaining identifiable 
(or potentially identifiable) personal information 
(including health information) about individuals 
without their consent. 

 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 
This research project will involve the collection and/or 
use of human tissue/biological samples or materials 
(e.g. blood, saliva, cheek swabs, hair, human embryonic 
or foetal tissue). 

Refer to NS §3.4. 
 Complete and attach the Body Tissue and Genetic 
Research Module. 

 This research project will involve human genetics. 

 Refer to NS §3.5.  
 This application is ineligible for minimal risk review. 
 Complete and attach the Body Tissue and Genetic 
Research Module. 

 This research project will involve medical 
interventions, therapies or trials. 

 Refer to NS §3.3.  
 This application is ineligible for minimal risk review.  
 Complete and attach the Interventions, Therapies and 
Trials Module. 

 This research project will involve administration of 
ionising radiation.  Complete and attach the Ionising Radiation Module. 

X None of the above applies to this research project.  

 

2. Background and Method 

2.1 Background and 
Significance 

Provide a summary of background information. Explain the significance of the proposed 
research in the context of this background. Refer to NS §5.2.5.  
[Limit: 500 words] 

A) Background: 
[What is the current state of research/knowledge/discourse in this area?] 

GIM is a form of music therapy that was developed in the 1970’s by Dr Helen Bonny. GIM sits within 
receptive music therapy approaches where the recipient listens to programmed music in a deeply 
relaxed state. A focus image is given to prompt activation of imagery experiences, which may be visual, 
or based on memories. The session includes dialogue between the practitioner and recipient, and 
imagery sequences are recorded by the practitioner in a written transcript. Once the music program has 
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finished, the recipient is invited to capture the imagery in a drawn mandala.  There is evidence to show 
that GIM is effective in enhancing mood and quality of life, and reducing stress (McKinney and Grocke, 
2016). Little is known about the experience of GIM sessions however and what attributes of GIM are 
beneficial and not beneficial. A previous study (Grocke, 1999a; Grocke, 1999b) explored pivotal 
moments in Guided Imagery and Music, however this aspect of GIM has not been developed further.  
The interviews for that study were conducted in 1996, and the findings are now 20 years old. The 
present study allows for a contemporary view of perceived benefits of GIM sessions, particularly in 
those identified as being pivotal. Another aspect of the 1999 study was exploring the music that 
underpinned pivotal moments in GIM sessions.  The results of those analyses have been published 
widely (Grocke, 1999c; Grocke, 2007; Grocke 2014). Contemporary music programs are used in GIM 
sessions now, and participants’ experience of these new music programs will be of interest to GIM 
practitioners, and will inform the teaching of the Grad Dip GIM. 

Grocke, D. (1999a) Pivotal moments in Guided Imagery and Music. In J. Hibben (Ed) Inside Music Therapy: Client Perspectives  
Gilsum, NH. Barcelona Publishers (pp.295-305). 

Grocke, D.E.  (1999b). A phenomenological study of pivotal moments in Guided Imagery and Music (GIM) therapy. The Univers   
Melbourne, 524 pages. Dissertation Abstracts International #9982778. https://minerva-access.unimelb.edu.au/handle/11343/3  

Grocke, D. (1999c). The music that underpins pivotal moments in Guided Imagery and Music. In T. Wigram and J. De Backer (E  
Clinical Applications of Music Therapy in Psychiatry. London. Jessica Kingsley. p. 197-210. 

Grocke, D. (2007). A structural model of music analysis.  In T. Wosch and T. Wigram (Eds). Microanalysis in Music Therapy. Lo  
Jessica Kingsley Publishers (pp 149-161). 

McKinney, C & Grocke, D. (2016). The Bonny Method of Guided Imagery and Music for medical populations: Evidence  for 
effectiveness and vision for the future.  Music Medicine, 8(2), 18-25. 

 

B) Significance of This Research: 
[Explain the significance of the proposed research project in light of existing research, knowledge or understanding. How does your research 
help to fill a gap in the literature? You may include relevant references, within the word limit.] 

The current study will provide an update on the perceived benefits and non-benefits of GIM sessions, 
and the roles of the GIM practitioner and the music.  Each of these aspects has changed over the years.  
The role of practitioner has changed as perceptions of therapy have undergone transformation.  The 
development of mentalization and cognitive reframing in GIM are discourses emerging from the 
European perspective (Froehne-Hagermann, 2015).  The role of music within GIM has changed, as the 
original music programs developed by Dr Helen Bonny in the 1970s were crafted from her exceptional 
knowledge of classical music of the Baroque, classical and romantic eras.  New music programs 
incorporate works of contemporary composers (e.g.Arvo Part, Gorecki), and are culturally relevant. 
Some programs now adopt new genres such as jazz and world cultures (Fuglestad, 2015; Leslie, 2015; 
Ng, 2015, and Thomasen, 2015).  

The outcome of the current study will inform the teaching of the Graduate Diploma in Guided Imagery 
and Music, which has been offered by the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music since 1995. In addition, 
outcomes will be published in relevant journals, and presented at international and national conferences.  

Frohne-Hagemann, I. (2015) A Mentalisation-based Approach to Guided Imagery and Music. In D. Grocke & T. Moe (Eds). 
Guided Imagery & Music and Music Imagery Methods for Individual and Group Therapy. London: Jessica Kingsley 
Publishers. 

Fuglested, S. (2015. The “Uplifting” Music Program (Basic and Extended Versions). In D. Grocke & T. Moe (Eds). Guided 
Imagery & Music and Music Imagery Methods for Individual and Group Therapy. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers. 

Thomasen, E. (2015) “Present Moments”. A GIM Program with Contemporary Art Music.  In D. Grocke & T. Moe (Eds). 
Guided Imagery & Music and Music Imagery Methods for Individual and Group Therapy. London: Jessica Kingsley 
Publishers. 

Leslie, I (2015). “Awakenings” A Contemporary Journey. In D. Grocke & T. Moe (Eds). Guided Imagery & Music and Music 
Imagery Methods for Individual and Group Therapy. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers. 
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Ng, W. (2015): Chinese music programs. In D. Grocke & T. Moe (Eds). Guided Imagery & Music and Music Imagery Methods 
for Individual and Group Therapy. London: Jessica Kingsley Publishers. 

 

2.2 Research Design 
and Method 

Provide details of your research design and your proposed method. Refer to NS §5.2.5 - 
§5.2.6.  
Attach a copy of any measures, scales, questionnaires, survey instruments (including 
online surveys), interview questions/themes, and/or focus group topics/questions to 
be used. 

A) Participants (or Recruitment Targets, such as medical records): 
[Describe the sample, i.e. the intended participants or recruitment targets. Explain the basis on which this sample was chosen. Include the 
number and age range and any other relevant demographic characteristics of participants, as well as any eligibility constraints (i.e. 
inclusion/exclusion criteria). If the project involves using records or previously-collected data/samples, rather than direct contact with human 
participants, state that.] 

The sample will comprise approximately ten persons over the age of 18, who have experienced at least 
5 GIM sessions with a GIM practitioner. It is therefore a purposive sample. As the study adopts 
principles of phenomenology (a study of the “lived experience” of GIM), a small sample is recognised 
as appropriate (Creswell, 1998: Moustakas, 1994; King & Horrocks, 2010). Ideally the sample will 
demonstrate diversity in gender and age, and experience with GIM to the degree possible with a small 
sample size. 

Creswell, J. (1998). Qualitative inquiry and research design: Choosing among five traditions. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications. 

King, N. & Horrocks, C. (2010). Interview in qualitative research. Thousand Oaks: Sage. 

Moustakas, C (1994).  Phenomenological research methods. Thousand Oaks: Sage. 

B) Recruitment: 
[Describe how recruitment will occur. Explain how potential participants will be identified and approached. Who will do this? Refer to NS §2.2. 
If you will be using records or data only, and you will be completing the Privacy and Databanks Module, state “N/A.” If you will be using 
records or data only, but you will not be completing the Privacy and Databanks Module, explain how the records/data will be identified, 
collected and accessed.] 

GIM practitioners will be informed about the study via an email sent to those practitioners listed on the 
website of the Music and Imagery Association of Australia. The email will describe the study. If the 
GIM practitioner wishes to make the study known to GIM recipients, the practitioner will be asked to 
place a bundle of information sheets (PLS) at their place of practice. The PLS will explain the study, 
and will invite participants to contact the researcher directly via email to arrange a time for an interview 
if they wish to volunteer.  The GIM practitioner will have no other role than agreeing to place the PLS 
in his/her waiting area.  If the recipient wants further information about the study, the GIM practitioner 
will direct the person to contact the Responsible Researcher directly.  In this way the GIM practitioner 
is not involved in the study, and will not know who has volunteered to be in the study. This is an 
important factor in maintaining the working relationship between practitioner and recipient. 

C) Participant Incentives: 
[Do you propose to reward and/or reimburse and/or compensate participants in any way? If yes, give details here and comment on the special 
considerations discussed in NS §2.2.10 and NS §2.2.11. If no, state “N/A.”] 
N/A 

D) Participant Task(s): 
[What will participants be asked to do? What is the approximate time commitment required of each participant? If using records or data only, 
state “N/A.” If your research will be conducted in schools during class time, give details of the alternate activity arranged for students in the 
class who will not be participating in the research.] 

Participants will be interviewed about their experience of GIM sessions.  It is intended the interview 
will take approximately one–two hours and be held at a location convenient to the participant. For 
interstate participants a Skype interview can be arranged. The interview will be recorded, then 
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transcribed and analysed using descriptive phenomenology, a feature of which is that the key 
statements, meaning units and essence are sent to the participant, who is asked to verify that the analysis 
is accurate. This process may vary in length of time, but likely to be no more than one hour. 

E) Data/Material Collection Technique(s): 
[What data/materials will be collected? Where will the data be collected? List/describe all sites.] 

Interviews will take place at a location convenient to the participant, or via Skype.  The interview will 
be recorded using a recording device.  

F) Data Analysis:  
[How will data/materials be analysed? What methods/techniques/theories will be used? If qualitative methods will be used, refer to NS §3.1.] 

Descriptive Phenomenology will be used to analyse the data.  The Responsible Researcher has written 
extensively about phenomenology (Forinash & Grocke, 2005; McFerran & Grocke, 2007) and is an 
experienced qualitative researcher.  The interview will be transcribed and key statement identified.  
These statements will be grouped into units of meaning (Meaning Units) and further distilled to an 
essence of the participant’s experience.  The analysis will be returned to the participants for verification.  
Finally, a horizonal (“to look to the horizon” [Moustakas, 1994]) analysis will be undertaken across all 
categories and themes, and global themes and essence distilled. 
McFerran, K & Grocke, D. (2007). Understanding music therapy experience through interviewing: A phenomenological microa  

In T. Wosch and T. Wigram (Eds) Microanalysis in Music Therapy. London. Jessica Kingsley Publishers (pp 273-284).  
Forinash, M., & Grocke, D. (2005).  Phenomenological Enquiry.  In B. Wheeler (Ed.) Music Therapy Research.  2nd edition. Gil  

NH. Barcelona publishers (pp. 321-334). 
   

 

3. Risks, Benefits and Monitoring 

3.1 Potential Risks to 
Participants 

Does your research project pose any potential risks to participants? What are those risks? 
How will they be negated, minimised or managed?  
Refer to NS §2.1.  
Note that the risks you identify here should also be described in your Plain Language 
Statement (PLS). Attach a copy of any distress protocol or adverse event protocol (if 
applicable). 

A) Potential Risks 
[Identify, as far as possible, any potential risks to participants associated with the research project. Risks may arise from the nature of 
questions that participants are asked (such as discussing sensitive or distressing topics), or the tasks that participants will do, or the 
procedures that they will undergo. Potential risks might be physical, psychological, emotional, social, legal or economic in nature (this list is 
not exhaustive). Risks also may be associated with the research setting (e.g. outdoors, in unsecure housing, or in countries other than 
Australia). If you believe that any potential risks are minimal, please state this and explain why.] 

The potential risks in this study are small.  It is possible that when discussing pivotal GIM sessions the 
participant may recall emotional events, or may touch on issues that the participant explored in GIM.  
The Responsible Researcher is a qualified and experienced therapist with 45 years experience.  She is 
also an experienced researcher and is aware that the research interview may unearth perspectives that 
require maintaining boundaries.  Should the interview begin to move in the direction of issues brought 
to GIM, the researcher will guide the participant back to the discussion of the experience of GIM 
sessions only (see interview questions, attached).   

B) Risk Management Strategy 
[Describe what measures you have in place to negate, minimise or manage the potential risks you have identified. Depending on the type(s) 
of risks involved, participants may also need additional support (e.g. external counselling) during or after the study. Attach or include a copy of 
any distress protocol or adverse event protocol which you have developed.]  

In the unlikely event that the participant needs further support, the Responsible Researcher will suggest 
that the participant contact his/her GIM practitioner or General Practitioner. 
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3.2 Potential Risks to 
Non-Participants 

Does your research project pose any potential risks to non-participants? (This could possibly 
include risks to researchers or independent contractors.) If so, how will these risks be 
minimised? Refer to NS §2.1. 

[Describe any potential risks and your risk management strategy for non-participants, if applicable. Risks to non-participants might include 
things such as potential breach of privacy, stigmatisation of a particular group, or knowledge about familial genetics. If you believe that any 
potential risks to non-participants are minimal, please state this and explain why.] 

There are no risks to non-participants.  

 

3.3 Risks, Benefits 
and Justification 

In light of the risks and expected benefits of the research project, explain how the expected 
benefits of the research justify any risks it may pose. Refer to NS §1.6 - §1.7 and NS §2.1. 

A) Expected Benefits 
[Describe any expected benefits of this research. Include potential benefits to the community or society, and any specific potential benefits to 
participants, beyond general positive feelings that may arise from participating in research and having one’s voice heard. Note that it is 
generally not necessary to demonstrate specific benefit to participants in order to show that research is ethically justifiable.] 

It is expected that the outcomes of this research project will be of benefit to participants, in that 
discussing GIM sessions with another person often leads to greater insight.  The published outcomes 
will be of benefit to GIM practitioners, as one question to participants focuses on the role of the 
practitioner.  It is expected that the study will highlight and elucidate current reflections on the role of 
music, particularly contemporary music, used in GIM sessions.  Ultimately all this knowledge will 
benefit the teaching of practitioners through the Graduate Diploma in GIM. 

B) Justification of Risks by Expected Benefits 
[Explain how the expected benefits of the research justify the risk(s) which you identified in questions 3.1 and 3.2. Pay particular attention to 
any risk(s) to participants that are greater than inconvenience.] 

The potential risks (identifying aspects that may be emotional) are offset by the greater insight that 
qualitative interviews bring to participants. 

 

3.4 Management and 
Monitoring 

How will researchers manage and monitor conduct of the research project? Refer to  
NS §5.5. 

A) Management 
[Provide details of how and by whom the research project will be managed, throughout the life of the project, to ensure that it complies with 
the protocols set out in this application, and with all relevant legislation and regulations. Address cases where several people are or may be 
involved in recruiting, interviewing, obtaining data or data analysis.] 

The Responsible Researcher is an experience researcher who has managed large-scale research studies 
in the past. She will manage the study. 
B) Monitoring 
[If the research will be carried out at some distance from the responsible researcher (i.e. interstate or in countries other than Australia), 
describe the systems in place to ensure compliance with the research protocols you have outlined in this application. If the research will be 
undertaken by a student, describe how the student will be supervised to ensure compliance with the protocols, including details of any local 
supervision to be organised for research conducted overseas or interstate.  

N/A 

C) Independent Contractors  
[If any independent contractors (i.e. persons not listed in Themis as researchers on this project) will be carrying out any part of the research, 
provide details of the contractors involved, explaining their role and their qualifications/experience to fulfil this role. Include details of any 
training that will be provided to the contractors. Confirm that the contractors will be provided with a copy of the approved ethics protocol, and 
advised of their responsibilities in relation to the research. If no independent contractors will be involved, state “N/A”.]  

An independent contractor will be engaged to transcribe the interviews. The role will be to transcribe 
only. He/she will not be involved in the analysis. The contractor may be a post-graduate music therapy 
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student, or a GIM student.  In either case he/she will have instruction to transcribe the interview 
verbatim.  No other skill is required. He/she will be given a copy of the approved ethics protocol and 
advised of the responsibility in relation to the research. 

 

4. Consent 

4.1 Obtaining 
Informed Consent 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside as many of the following options as apply 
to your research project. Use the space provided below to explain how you will obtain 
informed consent from participants. If you seek a waiver of consent, or the use of opt-out 
consent, use the space provided to justify your request. Refer to NS §2.2, NS §2.3. 

X Written consent will be sought from (or on behalf of) 
participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.6.  
 Attach a copy of your consent form(s). 

 Verbal consent will be sought from (or on behalf of) 
participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.5 - §2.2.6.  
 Explain why you have chosen this form of consent, 
and how an individual’s consent to participate will be 
recorded. 
 Attach a copy of your consent script(s). 

 Consent will be implied, rather than explicitly obtained. 
 Refer to NS §2.2.5 - §2.2.6.  
 Explain why you have chosen this form of consent. 

 Third parties (e.g. parents/guardians of minors) will 
provide consent on behalf of participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.12. 
 Explain who will be providing consent on behalf of 
participants and why. 

 
Third parties (e.g. community elders, school boards) 
will be involved in whole of community participation 
decisions. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.13. 
 Provide details of which third parties will be involved, 
why they will be involved, and how this will be 
accomplished. 

 This application seeks a waiver of consent.  
 Explain why you are seeking this option. Justify your 
request by referring to the conditions described in  
NS §2.3.10 - §2.3.11. 

 This application proposes to use opt-out consent. 
 Explain why you are seeking this option. Justify your 
request by referring to the conditions described in  
NS §2.3.6. 

[Write your responses here. If you will be obtaining consent from participants, describe who will obtain consent. Explain how it will be 
established that potential participants are competent to understand the research and to participate voluntarily, particularly if they are in a 
dependent relationship with the researcher(s). If you will not be obtaining consent from individual participants, justify your request for a waiver 
of consent, or for use of opt-out consent.] 

 

 

4.2 Limited Disclosure  
Do you propose to use limited disclosure, concealment or deception for this research 
project? (Answer Yes or No. If Yes, use the space below to explain.) Refer to NS §2.3.  

YES or NO: NO 

[If NO, you may leave this space blank. If YES, provide a justification for the limited disclosure, concealment or deception. Comment on the 
special considerations discussed in NS §2.3. Indicate whether you intend to debrief participants, and justify that position. If you are seeking a 
waiver of consent for all participants, select NO.] 
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4.3 Future Use of Data, 
Materials, or 
Tissues 

Do you intend for the data and/or materials and/or tissues collected for this research project 
to be reused in future research? Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside as many of 
the following options as apply to your research. Use the space provided to specify which 
data/materials/tissues will be reused, if any. Refer to NS §2.2.14. 

 Consent (or waiver of consent) will be specific.  Data/materials/tissues will be used only for this research 
project (i.e. no future use). 

 Consent (or waiver of consent) will be extended.  
 Data/materials/tissues used in this research project may 
also be used in future projects that are closely related to this 
project, or in the same general area of research as this 
project. 

 Consent (or waiver of consent) will be unspecified.   Data/materials/tissues used in this project may also be 
used in any future research. 

[If data/materials/tissues from this research project will not be reused, select “specific” above and state “N/A” here. If data/materials/tissues 
will be reused, describe which of them will be reused explain and how such future use will occur. If different conditions of consent apply to 
different data/materials/tissues, explain which conditions apply to which data/materials/tissues. If you will also be completing the Privacy and 
Databanks Module, you may simply write “Refer to Privacy and Databanks Module” here.] 

 

 

4.4 Conflict of Interest 

Does your research present or involve any conflict of interest, whether potential, real, or 
perceived; or will the researcher(s) have dual roles in relation to the participants? (Answer 
Yes or No. If Yes, use the space below to explain.) Refer to NS §5.4, University of 
Melbourne Code of Conduct for Research §2.5, and Australian Code for the 
Responsible Conduct of Research §7.2. 

YES or NO: NO 

[If YES, explain what the potential conflict of interest is and how it will be managed. If applicable, you may also need to include a comment on 
the Plain Language Statement and Consent form declaring that potential conflict of interest. If NO, you may leave this space blank.] 

 

 

4.5 Information for 
Participants 

How will relevant information about the research project be provided to potential 
participants? Attach a copy of any advertisement (print or online), Plain Language 
Statement (PLS), consent form, letter, email, telephone script, and/or debriefing 
statement to be used. Refer to NS §5.2.23. 

[Explain how participants will be informed about the research project. If applicable, explain what arrangements will be made for informing 
participants with low literacy skills, and/or for translation/interpreting of these materials for participants who are speakers of languages other 
than English. If you are seeking a waiver of consent for all participants, state “N/A.”] 

Participants will be informed about the study via a PLS. GIM practitioners, who wish to bring the study 
to the notice of their GIM recipients, will be asked to place a bundle of information sheets (PLS) at their 
place of practice. The PLS will invite participants to contact the researcher directly to arrange a time for 
an interview. As GIM requires recipients to be fluent in English, this study will not attract persons who 
require translators.  

 

Plain Language Statement (PLS): Your PLS must satisfy the requirements set out in the National Statement (NS §2.2.1 - §2.2.3, 
§2.2.6). The Office for Research Ethics and Integrity’s website has guidance on composing your plain language statement. A 
list of PLS requirements is also provided at the end of this form. Ensure that your PLS is written in plain language. Ensure that 
the information contained in your PLS is consistent with the information in your application. 

Consent Form: Your consent form must satisfy the requirements set out in the National Statement (NS §2.2). The Office for 
Research Ethics and Integrity’s website has guidance on composing your consent form. A list of consent form requirements is 
also provided at the end of this form. Ensure that your consent form is written in plain language. Ensure that the information 
contained in your consent form is consistent with the information in your application. 
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5. Dissemination and Data Management 

5.1 Providing Results 
to Participants 

How will the results of the research project be provided to participants in an accessible 
format? Refer to NS §1.5. 

[Describe how participants will be given access to the results of the research. If you will only be using pre-collected data and/or tissue, state 
“N/A”. If you are seeking a waiver of consent, state “N/A”.] 

Participants may request a short report of the findings of the study, which the Responsible 
Researcher will send to them on completion of the study. 

 

5.2 Reporting Project 
Outcomes How will outcomes of the research project be made public? Refer to NS §1.3. 

[Describe the format and means by which you intend to make the project’s results public.] 

Findings from this study will generate at least three publications in refereed journals on 1) perceived 
benefits and non-benefits of GIM; 2) the role of the GIM practitioner in contemporary practice (which 
may draw on material from the 1999 study for comparison), and 3) the role of the music in contemporary 
practice (which may draw on material from the 1999 study for comparison). 

 

5.3 Data Management 

How do you propose to manage the data collected in this research project? Specify what 
types of data will be collected, how they will be stored and in what format. How will access to 
the data be controlled and by whom? Discuss retention, security, and data sharing plans. 
What measures will be taken to protect participants’ privacy, and their data?  

Refer to NS §1.11, the Australian Code for Responsible Conduct of Research §2, and 
the University of Melbourne Code of Conduct for Research §2.1.  

A) Privacy and Confidentiality 
[What measures will be taken to protect participants’ privacy and the confidentiality of participants’ data? Describe the format in which the 
data will be stored (e.g. digital video file, database of survey responses, paper forms.) Describe whether the data will be identifiable. That is, 
will it be possible for researchers or others to match data to specific participants? If so, how will this be possible? If not, how will such 
matching be prevented?] 

The interview protocols and analyses will be stored as word files on the Responsible Researcher’s 
password-protected computer. Participants’ interviews will be given a code “Participant 1.” As the study 
involves a small sample, publications arising from the study will refer to participants by number, rather 
than pseudonym.  

B) Security and Storage of Data 
[What short-term storage will you use during the data collection phase? Whose responsibility will it be to manage this? What long-term 
storage will you use after the data collection phase? Whose responsibility will it be to manage this? Who will have access to unprocessed 
(raw) data? What security measures will be in place to control access to data?  
NOTE: If your research will generate digital and non-digital data, separate this section into two parts: “Security and Storage of Non-Digital 
Data” and “Security and Storage of Digital Data.”] 

The interview data will be kept on the computer of the Responsible Researcher, which is accessible only 
by password. No other person has access to the computer.  The recordings of the interviews will be 
transferred from the recording device to the computer, and wiped from the recording device once they 
have been transcribed.   

C) Retention 
[For how long will you keep the data generated by this research project? How will you ensure that data is retained if/when the researcher(s) 
leave the University? For data that are not intended to be kept indefinitely, how will you eventually dispose of the data?  
NOTE: the minimum retention period for research data and primary materials is five years after the last publication, or public release, arising 
from the research (University Code §2.1). Longer minimum retention periods apply for certain types of research – refer to the requirements 
of relevant regulations.] 
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The data will be retained for a minimum 5 years beyond the last publication on the password-protected 
computer of the Responsible Researcher.  The data will be shredded five years after the last publication 
from the study. 

 

6. Other Issues 

6.1 Other Ethical 
Issues 

Are there any other issues, not addressed above or in additional modules, which are 
relevant to the ethical review of your research project? Refer to the relevant sections of 
the National Statement identified in the Specific Guidelines Checklist, if applicable. 

[Use this space to address any relevant ethical issues that are not addressed elsewhere in this application. If there are no other issues 
relevant to the ethical review of your research project, state “N/A.”] 

N/A 
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Attachments Checklist 

Review your answers above to determine which attachments (if any) are required for your application. Type an “X” 
in the left-hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. Attach a copy of the items you 
have selected. 

X Plain Language Statement (PLS) for Participants 

X Consent Form for Participants 

 Additional PLS(s) (e.g. for parents, teachers, schools) 

 Additional Consent Form(s) (e.g. for parents, teachers, schools; or assent forms for children) 

X Recruitment Materials (e.g. advertisement(s), posters, letter(s) or email(s) of invitation) 

 Questionnaire(s) and/or Survey Instrument(s) 

 Measure(s) and/or Scale(s) 

X List of Interview Questions and/or Themes 

 List of Focus Group Questions and/or Themes 

 Participant Distress Protocol 

 Adverse Event Protocol 

 Debriefing Statement 

 Approval(s) of research by an HREC external to the University of Melbourne 

 Other External Approval(s) (e.g. schools, communities) 

 Full Protocol (for Medical Research) 

 Translations and/or Back-Translations (where languages other than English used) 

 Privacy and Databanks Module 

 Body Tissue and Genetic Research Module 

 Ionising Radiation Module 

 Interventions, Therapies and Trials Module 

 
Other Documents (e.g. contracts, agreements) – specify which: 
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Plain Language Statement (PLS) Requirements: 

1. Clearly identify the University of Melbourne (i.e. by prominent placement of the University’s logo) and the department(s)/ 
school(s)/faculty(-ies) involved. If printed, the PLS should be on University of Melbourne letterhead. 

2. Clearly identify the title of the project, and the name(s) and contact details of the Principal Researcher and Other Researchers. 
For student projects, specify the student’s level of study. 

3. Clearly explain the purpose of the research project. 

4. Clearly explain what participants will be asked to do, and provide an estimated time commitment. 

5. If participants will be photographed, audio- or video-recorded, clearly state as much. 

6. Clearly explain any risks arising from participation, as well as any procedures or measures in place to minimize such risks. 

7. Describe any expected benefits to the wider community. If applicable, also describe any expected benefits to participants. 

8. List any payments, incentives or reimbursements to be made to participants. 

9. State that involvement in the project is voluntary and that participants are free to withdraw from participation at any time. 
Explain any implications of withdrawal, including whether it will be possible for participants to withdraw any data already 
collected from or about them. 

10. Describe the likelihood and form of dissemination of the research results, including publication. 

11. Describe the arrangements in place to protect the confidentiality of participants’ data, and advise participants of any legal 
limitations to such confidentiality. If the sample size for the project is small, advise participants that this may make them 
identifiable. 

12. The project HREC number (which is the ethics ID number assigned by Themis) and the date and version number of the PLS 
must appear on the PLS. If the PLS is printed, put this information in the footer. 

13. Explain what will happen to participants’ data after the research project ends (i.e. how long it will be retained, whether it might 
be used again for future research and if so who would have access.) 

14. Include the following statement: “This research project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of The 
University of Melbourne. If you have any concerns or complaints about the conduct of this research project, which you do not 
wish to discuss with the research team, you should contact the Manager, Human Research Ethics, Office for Research Ethics 
and Integrity, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010. Tel: +61 3 8344 2073 or Fax: +61 3 9347 6739 or Email: HumanEthics-
complaints@unimelb.edu.au. All complaints will be treated confidentially. In any correspondence please provide the name of 
the research team or the name or ethics ID number of the research project.” 

15. If the research is externally funded, state the amount(s) and source(s) of funding for the research. 

16. If there are any potential conflicts of interests for any of the researchers, sponsors (if applicable) or institutions, disclose these 
potential conflicts of interest. 

17. If any participants will be in a dependent relationship with any of the researchers, state that decisions about participation will 
not affect the dependent relationship. (E.g. students’ grades will not be affected if they decline to participate or withdraw from 
the project at any stage). 

 

Consent Form Requirements: 

1. Clearly identify the University of Melbourne (i.e. by prominent placement of the University’s logo) and the department(s)/ 
school(s)/faculty(-ies) involved. If printed, the consent form should be on University of Melbourne letterhead. 

2. Clearly identify the title of the project, the name(s) and contact details of the Principal Researcher and Other Researchers. For 
student projects, specify the student’s level of study. 

3. If participants will be photographed, audio- or video-recorded, clearly state as much. 

4. State that involvement in the project is voluntary and that participants are free to withdraw consent at any time, and to 
withdraw any unprocessed data previously supplied. Also state that the purpose of the project is research. 

5. Describe the arrangements in place to protect the confidentiality of participants’ data, and advise participants of any legal 
limitations to such confidentiality. If the sample size for the project is small, advise participants that this may make them 
identifiable.   
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Plain Language Statement  
  Attributes of Guided Imagery and Music Sessions 
 
Researcher details: 
Name: Professor Denise Grocke, Melbourne Conservatorium of Music – Responsible Researcher 
Email: d.grocke@unimelb.edu.au  
 
Project details: 
You are invited to participate in this project, which is being conducted by Professor Denise Grocke of the 
Faculty of the VCA & MCM at The University of Melbourne. This project has been approved by the Human 
Research Ethics Committee. 
 
The aim of this study is to enhance our understanding of the benefits and non-benefits of Guided Imagery and 
Music sessions, in particular any sessions that stand out as being pivotal in some way. 
 
What will I be asked to do?  
Should you agree to participate, you would be asked to be part of an interview that asks questions about GIM 
sessions, what benefits there might be, or non benefits, and if there are sessions that stand out as pivotal to 
you. With your permission I will ask you to bring the written transcripts of your GIM sessions, and any 
drawings (mandalas) you have made, to facilitate the discussion.  
 
I will record the interview, transcribe it verbatim, and then analyse the interview transcript noting key 
statements that seem to have meaning. Finally I will send a “distilled essence” (the main findings from your 
interview) to you and ask whether I have done the analysis accurately.  You can add aspects to the findings, or 
delete aspects, if you wish. 
 
Your involvement in the project is completely voluntary and you are free to withdraw your contributions at 
any time until data analysis has commenced. 
  
How long is my contribution expected to take?  
I estimate that the time commitment required of you would be approximately one to two hours for the 
interview, and one hour for reading the transcript and the distilled essence. The total time commitment is 
approximately two to three hours. 
 
How will any potential risks be minimised? 
The risks involved in this project are envisaged to be minimal, as you will be asked questions about how you 
perceive benefits of GIM and sessions that might be pivotal to you.  There is a small risk that in talking about 
your sessions you may touch on any issues that brought to GIM however, I will guide you back to discussing 
the overall experience of GIM, as this is the focus of the study. 
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Will I be able to be identified as a participant in this project?  
You will not be identified in this project.  I aim to recruit approximately 10 people, and in any publication 
resulting from the study I will refer to participants as “Participant 1” etc. I will protect your anonymity to the 
fullest possible extent within the limits of the law. Any records of your contribution will be kept on my 
password-protected computer. 
 
What about confidentiality?  
As your contribution to the project will be anonymous, the confidentiality of data that you provide will be 
protected.  There are legal limits to data confidentiality.  It is possible for data to be subject to subpoena, 
Freedom of Information request or mandated reporting by some professions. 
 
What happens to my contributions after the project has finished?  
Materials collected during this study will be retained for a minimum of five years after publication of the 
research in accordance with the University’s Code of Conduct for Research.  The results of the study will be 
published in professional journals, and/or books, and will be used in teaching.  No identifying information will 
be used in the publications or in teaching. I will send you a report on the project when it is finalized if you 
wish. 
 
What if I have concerns? 
If you have any questions or concerns, or would like further information about the research project, please 
contact me (Denise) on the email address above. If you are concerned about the conduct of the project, please 
contact the Executive Officer, Human Research Ethics, The University of Melbourne, ph: 8344 2073. 
 
What happens next? 
Thank you for considering this invitation to participate in our research project.  If you do decide to participate, 
please contact me via the email address at the top of this information sheet. I will then make arrangement to 
send a Consent Form for you to sign, and to make arrangements for the interview at a time and place that is 
convenient for you.  Whether or not you decide to participate, this Plain Language Statement is yours to keep.   
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Consent	  Form	  
	  

Attributes	  of	  Guided	  Imagery	  and	  Music	  Sessions	  
	  
Researcher’s	  name:	  Professor	  Denise	  Grocke	  	  
	  

1. I	  consent	  to	  participate	  in	  this	  project,	  the	  details	  of	  which	  have	  been	  explained	  to	  me,	  and	  I	  have	  been	  provided	  
with	  a	  written	  plain	  language	  statement	  to	  keep;	  

	  
2. I	  agree	  that	  the	  researcher	  may	  use	  my	  contributions	  as	  described	  in	  the	  plain	  language	  statement;	  

	  
3. I	  understand	  that	  after	  I	  sign	  and	  return	  this	  consent	  form	  it	  will	  be	  retained	  by	  the	  researcher;	  

	  
4. I	  understand	  that	  my	  participation	  in	  this	  research	  project	  will	  involve	  an	  interview	  of	  one	  to	  two	  hours,	  and	  a	  

process	  of	  verifying	  the	  interview	  transcript	  and	  analysis,	  which	  will	  take	  about	  one	  hour.	  
	  

	  
I	  acknowledge	  that	  I	  have	  been	  informed	  that:	  

5. This	  project	  is	  for	  the	  purposes	  of	  research	  and	  the	  possible	  effects	  of	  participating	  in	  the	  research	  project	  have	  
been	  explained	  to	  my	  satisfaction;	  

	  

6. I	  understand	  that	  I	  am	  free	  to	  change	  my	  mind	  about	  participating	  in	  this	  study.	  Further,	  I	  am	  free	  to	  withdraw	  
any	  of	  my	  contributions	  to	  the	  project	  at	  any	  time	  until	  the	  commencement	  of	  analysis.	  

	  

7. While	  every	  precaution	  will	  be	  taken	  to	  protect	  my	  identity,	  the	  small	  numbers	  in	  this	  project	  may	  mean	  that	  I	  
could	  be	  identified;	  
	  

8. The	  confidentiality	  of	  any	  personal	  information	  I	  provide	  will	  be	  safeguarded	  subject	  to	  any	  legal	  requirements;	  
	  

9. Outcomes	  of	  this	  research	  may	  be	  published	  in	  journal	  articles	  or	  conference	  papers	  and	  in	  teaching.	  
	  
	  

Please	  tick:	  
I	  consent	  to	  my	  contribution	  to	  the	  project	  being	  recorded	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	   □	  yes	  	  	  	  □	  no	  	  
	  
I	  wish	  to	  receive	  a	  summary	  report	  of	  the	  project	  outcomes	   	   	   	   	   □	  yes	  	  	  	  □	  no	  
	  
	  
	  
Name	  of	  participant:	  _________________________________________________________________________	  
	  
Participant	  signature:	  _____________________________________________Date:_______________________	  
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Interview	  questions.	  
	  
The	  interview	  will	  be	  semi-‐structured,	  commencing	  with	  general	  questions	  to	  
build	  rapport	  (1	  and	  2),	  followed	  by	  specific	  questions	  about	  the	  benefits	  and	  
non-‐benefits	  of	  GIM	  (3	  and	  4).	  	  Questions	  5	  and	  6	  probe	  more	  deeply	  into	  the	  
participant’s	  perception	  of	  the	  practitioner	  and	  the	  music.	  	  There	  may	  be	  further	  
questions	  at	  this	  point	  to	  clarify	  any	  of	  the	  responses	  the	  participant	  makes.	  
	  
Question	  7	  asks	  about	  any	  session	  or	  sessions	  that	  were	  pivotal.	  The	  participant	  
may	  want	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  written	  transcript	  of	  the	  session,	  or	  the	  mandala	  
drawings	  completed	  at	  the	  session	  in	  order	  to	  prompt	  memories	  of	  the	  session.	  
	  
	  
Thank	  you	  for	  agreeing	  to	  be	  part	  of	  the	  study.	  
	  	  

1. Can	  you	  tell	  me	  how	  many	  GIM	  sessions	  have	  you	  had?	  	  
2. How	  often	  were	  the	  sessions	  held?	  
3. This	  study	  is	  about	  the	  perceived	  benefits	  or	  non-‐benefits	  of	  GIM.	  	  As	  you	  

think	  about	  the	  sessions	  you	  have	  had,	  are	  there	  any	  benefits	  that	  you	  
have	  gained	  from	  GIM?	  	  If	  so,	  can	  you	  describe	  them?	  

4. If	  GIM	  has	  not	  been	  of	  any	  benefit	  to	  you,	  can	  you	  describe	  in	  what	  way	  it	  
has	  not	  been	  beneficial?	  

5. In	  GIM,	  the	  practitioner	  has	  a	  key	  role	  in	  the	  way	  the	  session	  unfolds.	  	  
How	  do	  you	  see	  the	  role	  of	  the	  GIM	  practitioner?	  

6. The	  music	  program	  is	  also	  a	  crucial	  part	  of	  GIM.	  	  How	  do	  you	  think	  the	  
music	  works	  in	  GIM?	  

7. Looking	  back	  over	  the	  GIM	  sessions	  you	  have	  had,	  is	  there	  one	  session	  
that	  stands	  out	  in	  some	  way	  from	  the	  rest?	  	  Can	  you	  describe	  that	  session,	  
and	  why	  it	  stood	  out	  for	  you.	  Do	  you	  remember	  anything	  about	  the	  
practitioner’s	  role	  in	  that	  session?	  	  Do	  you	  remember	  anything	  about	  the	  
music	  of	  that	  session?	  	  The	  researcher	  will	  suggest	  the	  participant	  refer	  to	  
written	  transcripts	  of	  the	  session/s,	  and/or	  to	  any	  drawings/mandala	  
drawings	  completed	  in	  the	  sessions.	  	  Further	  questions	  will	  emerge	  from	  
the	  responses	  of	  the	  participant.	  

8. Do	  you	  have	  any	  further	  comments	  about	  GIM?	  
	  
	  



Text	  for	  inclusion	  in	  an	  email	  to	  GIM	  practitioners,	  who	  are	  listed	  on	  the	  website	  of	  
the	  Music	  and	  Imagery	  Association	  of	  Australia.	  
	  
Dear	  GIM	  practitioner,	  
I	  am	  planning	  to	  conduct	  a	  research	  study	  that	  looks	  at	  the	  benefits	  and	  non-‐
benefits	  of	  GIM,	  as	  perceived	  by	  participants	  who	  are	  at	  least	  18	  years	  of	  age,	  and	  
have	  received	  at	  least	  5	  GIM	  sessions.	  	  	  
	  
The	  purpose	  of	  the	  study	  is	  to	  explore	  how	  GIM	  has	  been	  beneficial,	  or	  not	  
beneficial	  and	  to	  ask	  about	  the	  perceived	  role	  of	  the	  therapist	  and	  the	  perceived	  
role	  of	  the	  music.	  	  I	  intend	  to	  ask	  also	  if	  any	  sessions	  have	  been	  pivotal	  –	  sessions	  
that	  stand	  out	  from	  the	  others	  in	  some	  way	  –	  and	  if	  so,	  how	  participants	  describe	  
those	  sessions.	  
	  
The	  findings	  of	  this	  study	  may	  be	  compared	  to	  a	  similar	  study	  I	  conducted	  20	  
years	  ago.	  	  It	  is	  possible	  that	  in	  comparing	  the	  interview	  data	  from	  1996	  and	  
2016,	  distinctive	  changes	  in	  the	  way	  GIM	  is	  practiced	  might	  become	  evident.	  
	  
If	  you	  are	  prepared	  to	  be	  involved	  in	  recruiting	  participants	  for	  this	  study,	  I	  
would	  ask	  you	  to	  place	  a	  bundle	  of	  Plain	  Language	  Statements	  at	  your	  place	  of	  
practice.	  	  The	  PLS	  explains	  what	  is	  involved	  in	  the	  study.	  	  Participants	  may	  
contact	  me	  directly,	  and	  I	  will	  send	  them	  a	  consent	  form,	  and	  arrange	  to	  do	  the	  
interview.	  	  You	  will	  not	  have	  any	  other	  role	  than	  to	  have	  the	  PLS	  information	  
available	  for	  participants	  to	  read.	  If	  potential	  participants	  wish	  to	  know	  more	  
about	  the	  study,	  you	  can	  suggest	  they	  contact	  me	  directly.	  
	  
I	  attach	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  PLS	  for	  you	  to	  read.	  	  If	  you	  are	  prepared	  to	  have	  these	  
sheets	  available	  for	  people	  who	  come	  to	  you	  for	  GIM,	  please	  let	  me	  know	  and	  I	  
will	  send	  a	  bundle	  to	  you.	  
	  
Yours	  sincerely,	  
Denise	  Grocke.	  
	  
	  
	  
	  




